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• l•This report details the work. performed by Systems Control Technology, Inc.

i (SCT) for Task 1 of contract N00039-80-C-0509. This contract is for the

E DARPA/NAVELEX Surgical Countermeasures (SCM) program which is directed toward

,a Ipplying observable and control techniques to improve ECM p.rformance.

T'Ask I of the contract concerns the analysis of the maissile threat problemI I as it impacts the SCM program.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The closed-loop YCM effort has been primarily concerned, up to this point,

with inducing a predetermined angular error into the tracking radar of a

threatening oncoming missile. This goal is only an intermediate one and

3 Ihas a very limited practical value since it does not directly translate

*: (in a straight-forward manner) to the final "system goal",

I The system goal at an !ý;M carrying tarSet in the came of an attacking

"missile is to cause that missile.o ,miss by the largest distance possible.

SMiss distance is therefore the ultimate rriterion for an 1CM @yste
operating against surface-to-air nissilos' cruise missiles or even radar

j •controlled artillery. Adopting this overall performance approach enables

one to evaluate any suggested ECM method in the context of a particular

. •°,target and environment. Moreover, given the scenario, one can synthesize

* the &CM in a way that will maximize the miss distance.

SI One of the most important constituents of the scenario is the type of ECM

carrying target to be protected. The two main targets of concern are

" I ships and aircraft, and the corresponding SCM methods and analysis seem
to be entirely different. The case of a high-altitude aircraft is clearly
three-dimensional (3-D) while the case of a ship is, in many cases, 2-D

I. only. More important, an aircraft can be thought of as a point target and

1 [the miss distance can be simply measured from its center, whereas the

1, definition of a miss distance for a ship is not so obvious. Because of

these and other essential differences, we intend to deal with each target

I case separately, and to concentrate in the present work on the aircraft

target case only.

2
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List of Notations

R(t) - instantaneous target/missile range.

I - initial tArget/missile range.

g t - time from the beginning of the interception.

t - time of disturbance application from the beginning of the
interception.

I - time-to-go to collision.

j'T - normalized time-to-go- w 0

". "I f - total interception time.

a w period of memory homing after breaking track.

* ,- Laplace transform variable.

1
'V target velocity.

V' mV- missile velocity.

I Vc - relative target/missile closing velocity.

A - aspect antle: angle between Vt and the LOS; also amplitude
.•, of the circular disturbance.

I L - lead angle: angle between and the L04.

I - track crossing angle; also absolute phase of the circular ECM
disturbance.

I -hading launch error or absolute angle of V in space.!m
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I q

- the LOS angle in space; also normalized s , s/o.} I
-D general 1- D disturbance angle.

p - pitch or yaw components of the 2-D LOS disturbance angle.

X mx - upper bound on the controlling XD

I s- oaeeker's erriir.

he- seeker's gimbal angles

" m -. missle's pitch angle vith respect to space.

. .t - target displacement perpendicular to the LOS.

• 1"y t - a unit step input of disturbance in in t

V. t t-t1 ) - an impulse disturbance of Yt applied ut t 1  in the forward
system.

h' +(5() -. an impulse applied to the adjoint system to initiate the

run backwards from the collision time r a 0

Y- missile displacement perpendicular to the LOS.

AY - relative target/missile displacement.

N - proportional navigation constant.

m - miss distance in general.

m- the circular-orbit overall (2-D) miss for a one rid distur-
bance amplitude.

CB - the maximum bounded m.

I,
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I rI

m, M - the yaw and pitch components of m

Iy p
m -the 1-D optimal-control miss for a + I rad disturbance.

I - the bounded 1-D optimal-control miss.

m(r) - the function relating the miss with the time-to-go.

- m(•) resulting from a Yt at.

m(')/(*) - same as above for a general type of , urbance.

W(t) or W(,,)
and W(s) - the impulse-response (same in the forward or the adjoint systems)

and the Laplace-transform of the tim*-invariant function repre-
senting the antenna, AP, and aerodynamics of the missile.

H(T) -the adjoint system feedback quantity.

G - the seeker's open-loop transfer-function.

tl, tT2 - time constants of the soaker,

- open-loop seeker's gain.

r M - time-constant of the memory circuit.

" Tp - time-consta•nt of the AP.

" WO, 0- frequency and phase (with respect to collision) of the circular
ECM disturbance.

swl, sw3 - switches which are open only uring the memory period T
before collision Sw

sw2 - inverse of swl.

I h
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ac - acceleration command

a CM - filtered acceleration command
aC - AttoyPilot

I~i,
BT - Break-Track

LOS - Line-of-Siht betwean the missile and the tarSet

N-D Miss-Dit•ance

IC - Initial Condition

Eq. (,.,) .4

o• indicate. an equation numbdr

OC - Optimal Control

Co Circular Orbit

K 6
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2. THE INTERCEPTION MODEL

The scenario to be analyzed here is that of an ECM equipped aircraft which

tries to defeat a homing missile. The worst case for the aircraft is to

fly high (so that there is no hope of driving the missile into the ground)

and towards the missile's launching site (so that the available time for

evasion is the minimum). The missile carries an active or a passive radar

and the ECH effect shows up through an induced additive angular error.

The aircraft is assumed to have some prior knowledge and real time

observables regarding the missile. The effect of these on the ECM perfor-

mance will be discussed later, except for one assumption, regarding the

missile's roll stabilization, that has to be made at the outset. The--

assumption to be made here is that the missile's pitch and yaw dynamics

are isolated through the employment of roll stabilization or an.effective
roll damping (a steady roll rate is acceptable). This assumption is

essential to the missile's designer himself in order to ensure good per-

formance so that there is no loss of generality from the ECM designer's

viewpoint.

The pitch/yaw separation assumption allows one to analyze a planar (2-D)

instead of a 3-D problem. Figure 2.1 shows the planar geometry of homing in

either the Pitch or the Yaw planes; this geometry is often referred to as
"the collision triangle" because it describes the steady-state geometry

leading to collision. The target has a velocity Vt and the interceptor

has Vm. If the target does not accelerate, the initial range, Ro, and
the angle L between the velocity vector, V ,and the LOS determine them

proper course (lead angle L relative to LOS). and time of flight, T to

collision for the interceptor. A is called the aspect angle and P is

the track crossing angle. The law of sines determines the lead .ugle and

the law of cosines determines the relative velocity and hence the flight

time Tf, thus ideally:

7



V sin LV~ sin A (2.1)

vV m Cos LV Cos A (2.2)

T / (2.3)

Tf 0*OC

vm~ ~ V(Tf) V (Te t

mm

1R(t) RO -Vct u V~(T~ f

Fig. 2.]. The Homing Collision Triangle
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At the beginning of interception the interceptor's velocity vector points3 (in general) to the wrong direction. The dotted vector V makes an

angle y with the proper course, where y is referred to to the heading

launch error (V also serves here as the reference direction in space3~0mand is assumed to lie in the collision plane).

The commonly used next step to be taken for analysis is to linearize the

i problem by applying small perturbations to the collision triangle parameters.

One is interested in obtaining the incremental X (the angle of the LOS in

space) due to increments of target and missile displacements Yt and Y MR

perpendicular to the range vector. It is simple to realize that one can

circumvent this procedure by collapsing the collision triangle to where

the small angle convention holds for L and A (the result for the general

case will be given shortly). This is virtually a head-on intercept which can

be described by Fig. 2.2, In this figure t. Ym and X are the pertur-
bations or their corresponding absolute values (the same notation is used

for both), i.e. (see Fig. 2.1):

*t V sin A t

Ym a V sin L t (2.4)

I R(t) * - Vc t

I
I

V t
--. tt

7 -

t -R -Vc

Fig. 2.2 The Linearized Interception Geometry
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The equation for the perturbation X can then be simpl.y written as

Ve(Tf_t) ; V ,m + Vt (2.5)

Before proceeding any further, we intend to present (see Fig. 2.4) a

typical block diagram [i] of the homing closed-loop, and to simplify

it in steps so as to elaborate on the above basic relationships and

delineate the way to proceed with the analysis. The 2-D block diagram

of Fig. 2.4 is based on the angular relationships shown in Fig. 2.3.

Line of sight
to target

Seeker center

E-seekerVelocity
er ror vec to r

h angl center line

y-velocity vector angle

_ -pitch angle ]Arbitrarye•pthagerenc

Fig. 2.3 The Basic Angles Involved in the Homing Geometry ,:

0
[. 10
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The relationship for the seeker error obtained from Fig. 2.3 by

inspection is:

where the four ansg.es involved at4 defined in the figure itself. The '
angle N in Fig. 2.4 is given by Eq. (2.5), where Y and Y can either

represent absolute or perturbation quantities. The reason why both view

points are interchangeable is that the quantities used for control, either

eh (for pursuit navigation) or ý (for proportional nay.) are independent

I of the chosen reference coordinate system. The seeker's control (which
comprises the block& inside the left broken-line frame) is designed so j
that the error, C , represents ý for frequencies within the relevant j.
bandwidth. The I/@ block represents the electrical (or hydraulic or I
pneumatic) motor which drives the antenna to the angle 0 h with respect to 1
the missile's body. The s block represents a rate-gyro which serves to

isolate the Antenna direction in space from the missile's body maneuvers.

The error C z. I crves in the implementation of the proportional navi-

gation law, where one is interested in controlling the missile's acceleration
perpendicular to the LOS to be:

.r (2.7)

The commanded acceleration at the input to the Auto-Pilot (AP) must, in

general, be 1/cosL larger since the A.P can only exert acceleration

perpendicular to the velocity vector (can cause )

It turns out that the factor 1/coaL (which is essentially a constant)

makes the only difference (in the diagram of Fig. 2.4) between the general

case shown in Fig. 2.1 and the head-on case shown in Fig. 2,2. In order

to realize (2.7) (assuming L z for the rest of this work), N V(

is applied (a~long with a g - bias, if in the vertical plane, to compensate

for gravity) to the AP which is essentially an acceleration feedback closed
loop. The AP output is a rudder angle, and the relevant quantity for
homing is Yt which is related to the rudder angle through the aerodynamica2.

equations. The homing loop is finally closed by the missile displacement,
Ym, (perpendicular to the LOS) which is the result of the double geometrical

integration. 12
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* At this point, it is noteworthy to indicate that in a 6 degrees of

freedom simulation, two channels similar to Fig. 2.4 are used. The two

n seeker erzors, C and c , in azimuth and in elevcion are derived byY P

transforming the 3-D vector Xt - X I Yt - Y I Zt " Z through

3 the budy/earth and seeker/body transformations (matrices), where

It x Yt Ztj and IXm 9 Ym ZM J are the absolute location vectors
of the target and the missile respectively; notice that this double

transformation replaces the 2-D geometry given by (2.6).

* The next step we make is to simplify the diagram of Figure 2.4 to that of

Fig. 2.5. The block G in Fig. 2.5 represents the "Transfer-Function",

I A/ , which includes the 1/a, s and the compensation block appearing
in the seeker part of Fig. 2.4. Notice that an ideal seeker space-

stabilization against a em input is assumed so that em plays no further

role and does not show up in Fig. 2.5. Also, it is important to indicate A

that G includes one integration so that the approximati/mn C • . still

I holds. Another impressive short-cut made in this simplification is to

reduce the whole AP and aerodynamics into a single first order pole.

j Although this step appears to be somewhat simplistic at first *1anca,

it is nevertheless reasonable to make since the function of a well-

1 designed AP is to yield an almost constant closed-loop response in spite

of large plant (aerodynamics) variations. A practical way to estimate

the equivalent overall time-constant, TAp is to fit the Bode curves of

a 1-pole and the closed-loop AP responses.

13
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3. THE APPLICATION OF THE ADJOINT

METHOD TO THE MISS-DISTANCE CAL.CULATION

The Adjoint Method can he used to reduce the analysis of a terminal
value linear time-varying problem to a one-variable (miss-discance)
impuls*-respones problem whiah is (in our cabs) Laplace transformable •

(2]. The method can be explained with the help of PIS. 3.1. Fig. 3.la

shows four typical graphs of the quantity Ay(t,t) Y " Y

(appearing in Fig. 2.5) as a function of time, t, where each graph

represents the response to a target displacement step input, JY
(initially Yt YM 0) applied at different times t Tf All graphs

value of Ay at that instant is defined as the miss distance, m, resulting

from a disturbance applied at t1 , i.e.,:

~' j Notice that, if the input step is applied a long time before collision, the

I Homing loop succeeds in decaying the resulting miss to a small value, mi.

On the other hand, if the target "Jumped" at the last moment (just before

I collision), it is obvious that the missile has no time to make any correction;

thus the miss then equals the full input stop size (m5 5 1)

Fig. 3.1b summarizes the miss-distance results of all possible (infinite)

runs of the type shown in Fig. 3.1a in a single continuous graph. This

graph is the miss as a direct function of the net flight time, -, (from

the application of the disturbance at t - tI to collision at T f

Notice that t I and Tf are absolute times, counted from an arbitrary

4 nstant t a 0 , while T is the time-to-go to collision; thus, T may

take any positive value. The . at the denominator of m(t) symbolizes
_rt

I the fact that this is the miss distance resulting from a unit-step input

of Y.

1
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The Adjoint Method enables one to obtain graphs of the type shown in

Fig. 3.1b in a single run.

t 1
1 If

•mm

3 4

Rt
tI i t 1~).jY 3I '

(a) (b)

f • T •

~~~~t ', \T . . . . .. .

I - -- - Ir2i
* 1

t T ? ttaf t T I "O

Figure 3.1 The Relationbhip Between the Original (a) and the
Adjoint Syntsm (b) Reaponses

11I
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and a set of rules which can be found in many works (such as (1, 2, 3]

As an example, we will further simplify Fig. 2.5 by reducing the antenna,

AP and Aerodynamics into a single time invariant operator (having an

impulse response W(O)) as shown in Fig. 3.2.

SYt(tt -+ ma y(taTI) X V .w(

T a R/

I Figure 3.2 A SimplifLed Homing Loop SubJected to an Impulse of
Target Displaclmunt, 6y,, Applied Ua tL (t,.-tl Bef'ore
CoLlL4ion)I

In this figure the Homing loop is subjected to an impulse of target

displacement only (no other disturbances exist). The adjoint system,

corresponding to the above, is shown in Fig. 3.3, where the miss,

m (), is now a function of the "time-to-go", T T - tl and 6(T)

.v ,W(t) L

Fli;ute 3.3 Th,, AdJoint ;-. n Corretlpond ins to thOe HlorL,+x

Loop lIiown in rLgure 3.2.

is an impulse applied at r - 0 which driven the system from the

collision instant backwards. It is seen from the Figure that

m (T)/6y • 6(, ) - () (3 .1)
t

17
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and H(:) can be expressed through the convolution principle as

H(T) - /W(x) (6;(,-x) - H(,r-x)] da€ (3.2)

;; ,:, ~One c:an now Laplace t.ran',sform both si~des of (3.2) (since T .is Wi:lned
I~i Li |in t.he range 0 •,® which is not the case for t in the original

I system) and obtain:

"A" W(1-H)

l dor'
d. (1-H) - W(l-H) . (3.3)
da

The last result makes use of the following relationship regarding

the Laplace Transform.

j *€•H(T)- -dH(s)/ds

IZntsrating in the s domain, we have:

(1-H) - n n(1-H) -ufWda + k I

1-H C exp (fWdsl - 21' ( (3.4)

where the last relationship is obtained from (3.1).

The constant C can now be found using the fact that the miss distance

due to a step in target displacement (not an impulse), which occurred

just prior to collision, equals unity; thus,

MW 8 - C ecp [(Wd]) (3.5)

is

LI
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Eqs. (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) provide an analytic solution for 1-H (and

thus for the miss distance) in some special cases of W . For example:

NN a ,,Jo - i{

N 0 L* - / 0 (3.6)W 0 7(7w7U /W+

and the miss distance for a step of target acceleration (with N - 3)

T 23iss t3

where T w T and X s/wo are used for normalization. The in $&in )

of N - 3 in W of (3.6) can be identified as the proportional
S~navigation constant (appearing in Fig. 2.5) and is the minimum value 1 •

which will yield a converging miss distance for an accelerating target4 1 as in obvio•us rrvom (3,7).

It is important to realize that an analytic result can always be
obtained for any W(t) in the system of Fig. 3.2 by formally solving

(3.4). The general solution is, however, extremely unmanateable

except for some few specific cases such as that of (3.6). In other

words, running a digital simulation of the Adjoint System is far

simpler than numerically evaluating the result of (3.4) in the general

case. Once adopting this approach, there is no limit on the complexity

of the homing loop, as long as it can be considered a linear, time-

"varying system.

19
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i
4. ECM APPLIED TO THE HOMING MISSILE

In all practical cases of homing missiles there is a minimum range at

which the sensor becomes "blind", and no further measurements are possible.

In the case of controlled ECM it is possible to break track at a range

much larger than the regular blind range. The question to be Asked

I however, is "what the missile is programed to do in such a case". The

conventional missile is expected to store the last command and use it

for control while first waiting, and later searching, for the lost target.

Also, when the target has been reacquired, there is an initial period of

pursuit navigation which is later switched to proportional navigation.

All of the above described process can be handled by the adjoint method

since switching at given times can be considered a time-varying gain

(0 or 1).

1 Our purpose in this section is to find the relationships between the miss

distance and the 1CM and missile parameters. The questions of which

j missile parameters are observable, and how to derive ECM objectives will

be discussed later.

I The homing missile shown in Fig. 2,5 will now be augmented with a memory

circuit designed to memorize a low-passed version of the last command;1 this is used to replace the regular command from the moment of break track

to collision. Notice that collision in our terminology is the point in

I time and in space where the missile/target 3-D distance is minimum;

because of the small disturbances awsumed, this time iw always given by

T f a R0 /Vc of (2.3). It is also assumed that the ECM is designed to break

track at an instant close enough to collision so that the search and

reacquisition process cannot be completed. The last assumption allows us

I• to omit the pursuit circuit and the correwponding switching between the two

navigation laws.I
Fig 4.1 shows the complete system to be analyzed in the sequel. The

j saeker's open-loop servo is realized with:

K(1+7 1s)

m -=(l+rs) (4.1)

20I
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The closed loop seeker output is factored by the same open-loop gain,

K, so that ) will have the units of red/sec whenever X is given

in radians. The ECH effect is introdu:ed through the additive line-of-

sight disturbance X * This disturbance can, in general, take any
D

forml in Fig. 4.1 it is taken as the l-D component of an ECM induced

circular orbit, i.e.,

A coo woo(Tf -t)Q+ (4.2)

The disturbance phase with respect to collision can be chosen at will,

and the amplitude, A n 0 or I , serves to introduce or delete X in
case other types of disturbances are of concern (such as Xt)

tj

The memory circuit is a simple first order filter which stores the

filtered X ; it sits in standby and has no effect (SW2 is open) as

long as the seeker maintains a normal tracking. Taw seconds before

collision the track is broken and the memory circuit replaces the regular

seeker output (SWl SW 3 are opened and 8W2 closed). The memory circuit

Is built here so as not to discharge by opening (SW3) the input to the

filter's integrator (Other methods, such as exponentially decaying

memory, can also be used). The rest of the loop is the same as in

Fig. 2.5 except that one of the geometrical intesgrations was included

in the AP block (for use in the adjoint system).

The system of Fig. 4.1 can be directly transformed to yield its adjoint as

shown in the closed-loop part of Fig. 4.2. This Figure should be compared

with Fig. 3.3 to help identify the main functions. The leftmost integrator

in Fig. 4.2 is one of the integrators imbedded in W(T) of Fig. 3.3; it

was separated from the rest of W(T) so that an initial condition ICol

can be assigned to it as a practical substitute for the Delta function

shown in Figure 3.3. Notice that the transfer functions, or configurations

containing only time-invariant components, are self-adjoint; for example, the

reeker loop appears in Figure 4.2 in exactly the same form as it appears Lit

Figure 4.1. Also, notice that the adjoint time, T, runs from TO 0 at

collision backwards no that the switches SWl and SW3 ere initially open

while SW2 is initially closed.

22
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The output of the Adjoint System can, in general, be taken from any point

3 to represent miss-distance responses to various types of inputs, distur-

bances or noise. In the case studied here only two responses are shown:

m(c)/ Yt (the response to a target displacement obtained at the output

of the leftmost integrator) and m(T)/SX (obtained at the seeker's If

output at the right). The impulse response, m(')/8% , represents the

miss-distance resulting from an impulse of disturbance in the line-of-

sight angle X (neglecting the minus sign). This basic output can now

j serve to derive responses to any type of X disturbance through the use

of the convolution technique.

Two types of ECM-induced X- disturbances were studied, i.e., a (2-D)

circular seeker orbit and a 1-D Bang-Bang optimal disturbance (or control

from the viewpoint of the target). The idea of deriving a 2-D miss-

distance response from the l-D (Pitch or Yaw) homing loop is explained

by the following reasoning. A circular seemker orbit is composed of two

90' out-of-phase oscillations in the Pitch and the Yaw homing planes.

The overall 2-D miss-dintance must also be circularly symmetric since

the Pitch and Yaw loops are assumed identical (in fact, because of

symetry considerations, the missile's trajectory in the 3-D space will

be circular or spiral -- depending on the range). The above reasoning

suggests that the miss-distance can be described by the phasor (in a

plane perpendicular to the missile's velocity vector and containing the

target) shown in Fig. 4.3, Notice that the Pitch axis in the Figure

Is the intersection of the Pitch plane (vertical to earth if the missile's

roll is zero) and the Figure's plane; similarly, the Yaw axis is the

intersection of the Yaw plane (not necessarily horizontal) and the

Figure's plane. The phasor shown in Fig. 4.3 has a constant (although

' This should not be confused with the number of Degrees-of-Freedon (DOF).

The 1-D situation refers to our planar treatment which may, in general,

be performed with missile's equations written in 1, 2 or 3 OOF.
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unknown) length and a phase which is determined by that of tSe seeker's

orbit. Since only the length of the miss phasor is of concern, it can

be obtained as:

=c m 2 +M2 (4.3)mc m m 2

p y

where m and m are the Pitch and Yaw miss-distances obtained from
p y

two similar systems disturbed in parallel by (as in (4.2))

X -cos (W0t +

S-sin (W0t + (4.4)

with any arbitrary disturbance phase ij

In practice, there is no need to run two Adjoint Systems in parallel to

calculate m and m , and they can both be obtained from one run asP y
shown in Fig. 4.2. Notice that factoring by, say, cos w0 and integrating

in Fig. 4.2 is consistent with the input 'D - cos [co0(Tf-t)] in Fig. 4.1
- 0 since it makes no difference), since t should be replaced'in

the Adjoint System by (Tf - T). Thus, convolving the 1-D miss-distance

impulse-response with both the sin and the cos functions in parallel and

taking the square-root of their squares results in the overall m ofC

(4.3) as a function of the time-to-go T

The. optimal-control ECM is evaluated in the following. The'idea of

optimally controlling the (1-D) miss-distance (which amounts to maximizing

it) is explained with the help of Fig. 4.4 showing a týpical miss-distance

impulse-response. Assuming an amplitude-bounded controller, the optimal

control is achieved by switching the control sign at the impulse-response

zero-crossings (as shown in the Figure), i.e.:

XD - Xmax SIGN [m(t)/6X] (4.5)
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The maximum effect obtained by using this control is

mm - m( t)/SX dT . (4.6) J
The evaluation of mi as above is performed by the bottom channel

of Fig. 4,2.
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5.NUMERICAL RESULTS

5.1 GENERAL

The block diagrams of Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 were coded into a comprehansive

easy-to-use program. Table 5.1 gives a list of parameters which are

used in the program and also appear in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 (the Figures

SI include the names of the program variables and the plot numbers (in

parenthesis) as well.

The first step taken in using the simulation was to "design" a well4 behaved missile. The main design parameters in the configuration of

I- Fig. 4.1 are:

A navigation constant of N = 3 was chosen to enable the missile to

achieve a converging (to zero) miss against a constant accelerating

target as explained in Section 3 (see Eq. (3.7)). The closed-loop AP

time-constant, TAp , was taken as 0.5 sec to represent a well-designed

AP of a reasonably sized, say 200 kg , missile. The three antenna 1
parameters were, at first, chosen to correspond to the APQ-112 which

i "caused the homing loop to diverge. Realizing that this antenna was not

designed for a homing missile, it was Later replaced with the Triple-S
',a antenna (with compensation) which was originally designed for the Harpoon

missile. This antenna, which is represented by:

K 126 ; - 0.03 ; T 2 * 0.3

yielded excellent results (for the missile) as judged from the behavior

of the miss impulse-response (damping rate and area).

The closing speed, V , can vary vastly between Vm + Vt (in a head-on

course) and Vm - Vt (assuming V > Vt) . For example, if Vm0600 m/sec

and Vt 300 m/sec , 300 m/sec < V< 900 m/sec . A medium speed of

600 m/sec was arbitrarily chosen to work with. Examining Fig. 4.2, it is
noticed that V cancels out in the main loop, so that m(r)/_17 is

28
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Table 3.1 Parameters Used in the Program

Jt
H I i

PARAMETER PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL USED IN

AP TAP Auto-pilot time constant

1 N CNAV ProportionalA navigation gain

V VCLS Missile/target closing speed

PHASE Phase of the circular seeker orbit

TSW TSW Break-track time before collision

• :T TMZH Memory circuit time constant
Sk RE Seeker open-loop gain

_ T1Tl Seeker zero time-constant

2 T2 Seeker pole time-constant

OMCIR Orbit radian frequency

T TFIN Run time of simulation

SAMRAT Integration steps per second

T,- IFWBW Original/adjoint switch: 1-original;

2 - a•o nt

independent of it. However, a(-)/6X is linearly dependent on V ,

since it is tapped from a point already factored by V% (the block

VcN) . Thus, all the miss results derived from m(T)/SX can be later

adjusted (or normalized) to any desired Vc,

L •The memory parameter, TM 0 is in general not simple to choose since it

. 1should be optimized for the expected noise, glint, expected target

maneuvers, etc. A typical tr 0.5 sec was chosen quite arbitrarily.

| 1 29
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The second step, after having defined the mtssile and scenario, was to

compare the results of the Forward (original system) and Backward

(adjoint svstem) runs. Figure 5.1 is an adjoint run which shows

m(T)LIYt Figures 5.1a - d show forward runs corresponding to points

A - D in Fig. 5.1. It can be checked that the values of Ay at colli-

sion agree with those read from Fig. 5.1. Figures 5.2 and 5.2a - d make

a similar comparison for the case where break track (BT) occurs 1 sec
before collision, i.e. T - 1 sec . Comparing Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, it

SW
is noticed that the miss in Fig. 5.2 can go much higher than the origi-

nal 1 -n displacement (_IC ) , whereag Fig. 5.1 shows a well-behaved

damped response. The reason for the first negative peak in Fig. 5.2 is

that, at first, the missile makes a vigorous correction which results

in a large overshoot since BT occurs about 0.1 sec after homing has

been initiated. Also, it is noticed that the memory circui'tbehaves -

excellently, since Fig. 5.2 shows an asymptotic approach to zero (which

can also be seen from the small miss of Fig. 5.2d.

m(r)/_• , m

D-ACKtARD
0.3 0.37

0. 0 0.200 0 400 0• 8O a see
__ _ __II

a30- SW 0 see

-400- 00. 40

0,80 001

-0.400 -0400--

O 00s0 20 0o 401 0se 080 1.1

YDMIS

Figure 3.1: An adjoint run showing m(T)/_77. Points A, B, C, D are

compared with forward runs in Figures 5.1a through 5.1d.
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5.2 nISS-D1STAMCE RESPONSES WITH '40 BREAK-TRACK

The following material presents the miss-distance results which are

Srelevant to the case of ECM-induced circular disturbance XD ' The

Simpulse response, m(T)/S , itself is the basic result from which all

the others are derived; although it has no direcL Use, it serves to

I convey some very useful information such as the homing-loop natural

frequency, damping rate, gain, and time extent,

Figure 5,3 shows the miss-distance impulse response to a XD input.

Notice that all miss figures are normalized to a unity

1 A-input; for example, a 1-radian area A-impulse applied 0.1 ieconds

before collision would cause a 800 meters miss (point A in the figure).

I On the other hand, if the same input is applied more than a second before

collision, it would cause a negligible miss as is obvious from the fig-

Sure. The meaning of the above observation is that any type of A

disturbance applied more than a second before collision is ineffective.

The homing-loop "natural frequency" is another important characteristic

obtained from the impulse-response behaviort its value of about

0 19 rad/sec serves for the circular orbit disturbances shown in

Figs. 5.4 to 5.6,

Figure 5.4 shows Lhe miss response to a cos (wot) input (having a

1-rad amplitude). Three corresponding forward runs are shown in Figs.

5.4a - c; it is noticed that for t > 1 sec all miss distances are

equal (70 m) as predicted from the asymptotic approach of the adjoint

graph to -70 m in Fig. 5.4 (all backward X results are shown

reversed in polarity). Figure 5.5 shows the response to a sin (w 0 t)

input (which happens to approach a larger final value of 150 m) , and

{ (Fig. 5,6 shows the combined 2-.D circular miss response.

The optimal control (OC) response is given in Fig. 5.7 and yields a

maximum miss of 225 m for control bounded by + 1 red . Comparing

SIthis final value with the circular miss final value of 170 m suggests

that the circular disturbance (at the above frequency) is quite an

effesrive ECM method.
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Figure 3.4s: A 0.16 sac forward run with a cos(w t)disturbance
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5.3 THE EFFECT OF BREAK-TRACK ON THE MISS DISTANCE

The effect of an early Break-Track (BT) is investigated in the next

series of figures (5.8 to 5.11) and summarized in Fig. 5.12. Figures
5.3, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 show the behavior of the m(T)/dX impulse

responses as the BT time increases from 0 to 0,1, 0.5, and I sacs,C

.1: 1 respectively. It is observed that, aside from the sharp peak immedi-

ately adjacent to the BT instant (as explained in conjunction with

Fig. 5.2), the response im basically similar in shape (natural frequency

and time extent); it is, however, shifted by T.w to the right and

enormously amplified. Also, it should be indicated that all impulse
responses go to zero at large homing times-- meaning that disturbances

applied a long time before collision have negligible effect even with an

early BT.

Figures 5.7, 5.8a, 5.9a, 5.10a, and 5.11 show the optimal-control miss.

It is observed that these graphs are also ahifted by TSW and amplified

monotonically with TSW. Figure 5.12 summarizes the asymptotic values of

"the optimal control miss as a function of the BT time (the mB graph will

be used later). It is clear thaL the payoff involved with an early BT

is very high-- up to 3 orders of magnitude for 3 sec of TSW.

The sensitivity of the circular orbit miss, m , to the orbital fre-

quency, ,o f is shown in Fig. 5.13. This result will be discussed in

Section 6.2.
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5.4 NON-LINEAR EFFECTS ON THE ACHIEVABLE MISS DISTANCE

Up to this point the homing loop has been considered as a time-varying

linear system. However, in practice there are some bounded variables

within the loop that limit the validity of the above results to only

those cases complying with the bounds. Although bounds exist on all

missile entities, only one or two variables actually tend to hit their

limits; these arý, usually the seeker error and the acceleration command

to the AP (DELANC or C and ACLCMD or aC in Fig. 4.1).

The actual acceleration command values are usually much smaller than

those obtained in our forward runs since, in many cases, a is first

filtered (to attenuate the seeker's noise) and only then bounded.

Graphs of the memory filter output (ALMlM or acM) are thus included to

show the effect of such a filter on the aC amplitude. Although a

typical noise filter may have a time-constant of about 0.1 - 0.2 sec ,

the 0.5 sec memory filter used here can still serve to indicate the

tendency of considerably attenuating aC.

The method adopted here is the following. Optimal-control forward-runs
results should be scaled down so as to contain them within their respec-

tive bounds for all times. The most limiting scaling factor shQuld then

be used to scale the misses read from the OC backward runs. Since it is

much simpler to deal with circular orbit (CO) forward runs than with OC

forward runs, the CO forward runs were used to obtain the scaling factor

which was then applied to the backward OC runs. This practical proce-

dure is based on the assumption that about the same factor will apply to

- - both OC and CO results.

Consider, for example, the figure set 5.14, where TSW " 0.5 and:

5 2 4 2
SMax - 1.45 red ; a uC 3.3 . 10 m/sec a CM 3.6 10 m/sec

max max

K Assuming bounds of 1..9 (or 26 mrad) on c , 15 g (or 150 m/Sac 2 )

ion aC and 10 a on aCM requires scaling by:

I|
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1.8 • 10- 2  for ; 4.5 . 10-4 for as and 2.8 • 10- for the

filtered command

i It is obvious that the e bound poses no problem and that a is the

most limiting parameter. We will, however, use Lhe aCM factor because

of the above comment (regarding the missing noise filter) and because

aCM I in this case (where TH - •a) also represents the actual

missile's acceleration. Thus, only the acM factor will be used in

Ithe sequel, Reading the maximum miss from Fig. 5,12 for Ts SW 0.5 and

factoring yieldsi

B1(Tsw 0.5) 6000 • 2.8 10- 16.8 ,

, where mB denotes the bounded OC maximum miss. Repeating the above

procedure for other TSW values yieldm the following results:

1 TABLE 5.2: The Bounded Misse. - -

T sec 0.1 0.5 1 2 3

in M/sec, 4.2 , 10 3.6 a 10 3.2 * 10 3.1 a 10 2.9 , 10

ACM factor 2.4 - 10"3 2.8 10' 3 3.1 . 10•3 3.3 • . o'3 3.5 10. 3

m,, meters 1.2 16.8 69 260 665

"The m results are also shown in Fig. 5.12.
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b. THE REQUIRED OBSERVABLES (OR PRIOR KNOWLEDGE)

The potential of inducing a very large miss-distance through the employ-

ment of an appropriate ECM has been discussed in the previous sections,

The actual harnessing of this potential to the benefit of the ECM carry-

ing target depends on its available observables. Let us now discuss the

question of which observables (and at what accura~cy) are required for

the main two ECM methods, namely the circular orbit and the optimal con-

trol.

6.1 THE OPTIMAL CONTROL OBSERVABLES

The optimal-control (OC) ECM is the most demanding, in terms of observ-
e,. able#, because it has to figure out the xero-crossing points of the

appropriate backward run in real time. Ideally, the target should at

least have the level of knowledge required to construct the adjoint

(or forward) system as shown in Fig. 4.2. Since it is very unlikely for

the target to search for parameters, such as TA , ' ' 2 • , etc,

(see Table 5.1) during the actual engagement, it seems that only a priori

detailed knowledae of the attacking missile can enable the use of the

optimal control ECM. Further work is required to study the information

content of the unexcited missile's oscillations.

The above conclusion does not exclude the use of the OC method, since

one can envisage progranmuing an ECM computer according to Fig. 4,2 and

feeding it with various missile's parameter sets as they are obtained

from intelligence sources. In such a scenario the only real-time

identification that has to take place is with respect to the attacking
missile type. This can be made on the basis of real-ti.,e radar measure-

ments such an RF carrier, PRF, pulse-width, or a complete pulse foot-

print analysing. There are still two more engagement (not missile)

parameters that have to be figured out in real-time; these are the

initial range, R0 t and the closing speed, V .

3 •The OC method can be used in either a l-D or 2-D mode. The 2-D

overall miss will be a factor of '2 higher then the .-D miss.
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6.2 TRE CIRCULAR-ORBIT OBSERVABLES

The circular-orbit (CO) ECM method is much simpler than the OC method

in terms of observables, since it deals with the overall 2-D miss and

not with the 1-D optimally controlled miss. This 2-D versus 1-D
difference is crucial since no phase, or exact synchronization with

respect to the collision instant, is required. The main parameter to

be chosen is the orbital frequency, and it turns out that the miss-
I distance is quits insensitive to that frequency also. Figure 5.13

shows a miss peak at w a 20 rad/sec which is the peak frequency of

the closed-loop seeker as shown in Fig. 6.1. This is not surprising

since the homing loop can be considered open-loop for large ranges

(1/R(t) appears in the feedback path for the disturbance X D in

I Fig. 4,2), and the only components appearing in the forward path are

the closed loop seeker and the AP time-constant (at a much lower

I frequency). Since the interesting cases are those where BT occurs at ]
around 1 - 3 seconds , the l/R(t) factor is always large and has

t. I only a small effect during the active homing period (before BT).

lAlthough Fig. 5.13 (for a constant T * 1.5 sac) shows a peak in
Sthe CO miss, it does not show any in the bounded CO miss, mC *1

(obtained as in Section 5.4). The reason for the almost constant

I nCB is that the actual limiting point is at the AP ifiput so that a

larger ECM disturbance can be applied to compensate for the sucker

attenuation at frequencies far from the peak without causing e

limiting.

-. The conclusion regarding w0  is that almost any frequency used for

the disturbance, having amplitude within the seeker's linear region,

:an induce misses of around 75% of those given by the 1-D
graph of Fig. 5.12 as a function of the BT time TSW.

The second parameter to be chosen is the BT instant. Two kinds of

inputs are required for this purpose, i.e. the time-to-go and TSW.

The time-to-go can be calculated on the basis of range R(t) and

range-rate (V ) estimates obtained from the received power, A much

c
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I
simpler data source may be an on-board probing radar which can measure

* R(t) and Vc directly. The Tsw parameter can be either obtained

from intelligence as the average time of reacquisition or can be
"I"probed" in real-time. Probing for T can be performed by breaking

track early in the engagement and measuring the actual reacquisition time.

An entirely different approach to defeat the missile can be conceived

in cases where one knows some more specifics about it. Most missiles

I use a pneumatic or hydraulic power source to drive the seeker and the

deflection surfaces. This power source is quite limited and in many

cases determines the far end of the missile's "fire zone". The cir-

cular ECM disturbance can drain this source much faster than expected

and effectively contract the actual fire-zone. Thus, a missile which

was fired at a target at, say, the farther half of its fire-zone, may

run out of power in mid way causing a substantial "miss-distance".

The only ECM consideration in such a case is to cause the highest power

drain possible (which is, usually, proportional to w0 for a given :'

amplitude). In addition to that, the target has to estimate the launching

range and to have a good idea about the fire-zone shape.

Roitlve sokers AMP
relijuns.
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Figure 6.1: The seeker's closed-loop respunse
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7. OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

7.1 CIRCULAR ORBIT ECM

STS obtained from either:

- intet]lligence sources '

- probing by causing an early BT, b

0 i eto-0 obtained from e dther:

- intelligence
- searched foer in real time to cause an antenna orbit of about

10 radius.

S...•Tima-to-go (R( t) and V) from either:

- probing radar

- estimated o n the basic of received power,

" ~7.2 FIR.E-ZONE "MODIFICATION" THROUGH -A CIRCULAR ECH

s Maximum fire-sont ranti from:

- intelligence

* Launch range

i -estimated based on the received power, aircraft altitude, etc.

a+ W 0 from:

S- a real-time search for the highest frequency at which the antenna

can be caused to orbit at, say, V° radius .

IFire-zone contraction factor as a function of -o0:

I - intelligence
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I
8. CONCLUSION4S AND FUTURE WORK

The ultimate objective of a closed-loop ECM has been identified as the

maximization of the miss-distance. This objective can be pursued in

many ways, among which is the induction of a circular orbit to the

missile's seeker; this orbit is known to be achievable in the cases

of conical-scan and SWIC radars.

The real-time observables, or the prior knowledge which is required,

determine the ECM effectiveness, but it has been shown that even with

very limited data the effectiveness is not degraded too much.

In many cases, the general type of the missile can serve as a basis

for a rough parameter estimation. For example, a long-range missile

can generally be associated with a certain range of weights and thus

with its appropriate time constants. Some prior intelligence informa-

tion, especially regarding TSW, is always helpful and can save precious

engagement time thus increasing the probability of obtaining a large
miss. The dependence of the probability-density-function of the miss-
distance on the combinad prior and real-time data should be further

investigated.

Most of the work reported here was concerned with only a particular

ECM method (circular orbit).k4ore work should be done regarding other
V types of ECH such as gain-switching (which is a 1-D method and thus

needs synchronization with respect to the collision time).

The application and extension of this work to the case of anti-ship
missiles also seems to be a very important subject in our future work.
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